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The Redwood Historical Trail Stations

       An old Redwood, age approximately 2,000 years old died 
here, apparently from natural causes. Its death, about 500 to 600 
years ago, was probably due to old age. Notice the circle of young 
trees growing from the roots of this ancient wonder. The larger 
trees, logged over 70 years ago, are beginning to repeat this same 
process. (Beginning of trail across from 
RangerÕs Residence.)

       Redwood Burl (Khyber). The burl on 
this tree is typical of Redwoods in this 
area. The burl contains many interesting 
properties. These burls can be cut off the 
tree, put in water, and they will start 
growing little redwood trees. The grain of 
the wood is knotty and very beautiful.

       Here is an example of a second 
growth Redwood growing on top of a 
primary growth. The old stump, logged 
more than 80 years ago, has supported the life of this younger tree 
for probably 70 years. The young tree grows by using the old 
stumpÕs root system and the old treeÕs very outer layer of growth 
(below Water Tanks).

       This tree, an ancient giant, is close to 700 years old. Notice 
how the older bark differs from that of the younger trees. This 
bark can grow up to 12 inches thick on many of the big trees. To 
survive its many years, this tree has had to withstand lightening 
attacks and many fires (1/4 mile up from Water Tanks).

       How would you imagine the old loggers cleared trees out of 
this area? They used teams of oxen to pull huge logs down steep 
ravines such as this. The logs were pulled over skid roads. Here 
you can see a big stack of skids that were never used (below trail 
summit).

       From this point on is an area that used to look much like Big 
Basin State Park, but, because of the demands for redwood as a 
lumber product, the hills were stripped to build new homes for 
CaliforniaÕs rapidly growing population. As you look down 
through the trees, you see just a solid wall of trees. In the old days, 
the trees were larger but not nearly as numerous. The older these 
trees became, the more competition for survival. The weaker trees 
died (near upper water faucet and under water tank).

       The bridge that is no longer here (end supports are visible) 
was used to cross Fritch Creek in the winter during heavy 
rainfalls. The oxen would haul their logs across the bridge to the 
nearby mill.

       Here is all that is left of the lumber mill that operated for 
years until it blew up. The bottom part of the boiler is still visible 
and is being used for a fire pit. Trees from all over this area were 
brought to this mill. The mill cut the large trees into rough lumber 
and then shipped it out by oxen over Fritch Creek Road (meadow, 
near Fritch Creek).
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    Most loggers ate, slept and bathed out-of-doors, but the 
foreman always had a place of his own. This pile of boards was 
once such a cabin. Notice the long, hand-split shingles. Parts of an 
old horse-drawn buggy can be found nearby. Also notice the hand 
forged square nails (end of meadow).

       This large stump is a good example of 
how these old trees were cut. Notice the 
large notch cut in the stump. In these 
holes, a long stout board, called a spring 
board, was stuck. The loggers stood on 
these boards as they worked their two-
man, eight-foot hand saws. The reason the 
stumps are cut so high is because if the 
irregularity of the trunk and the width of 
the grain in this bottom section (edge of 
meadow).

      The reason that a meadow exists here 
is because of the logging done many years ago. The large 
Redwoods hauled behind eight or ten oxen were milled. The 
meadow was a log landing. The weight of the logs and the oxen 
trampling the ground compacted the soil, thus preventing the trees 
from growing back, as has happened in other sections of the 
forest.

     This stump was cut to give an idea of just how old these 
stumps really are. Notice that each ring represents approximately 
one year of tree growth. This tree was growing here when 
Columbus discovered America, and probably even when Leif 
Erikson discovered America (middle of meadow).

     Notice what good planters Redwood stumps make. Fern, 
Maple and Madrone are growing from Redwood stumps (top of 
meadow on right side).

       Here is a good example of second growth growing on primary 
growth. Only this one fell over. Notice how the new tree grew to 
the outside of the old, using its base to sit flat on the old cut (old 
road out of meadow).

       TannerÕs Shack was occupied by an old tanner probably more 
than ninety years ago. Remnants of his old shack can be found in 
this area. The Tanner tanned the hides of the bear, deer, wolf, 
raccoon, mountain lion, and the other animals that lived in these 
hills. Notice how most of the Oaks in this area have the bark 
stripped from the lower portion. This bark, when broken down, 
contains agents that make tanning possible (road junction).

       This old grade was once part of the extensive systems of oxen 
roads that ran through these hills. The trestle is part of the history 
these men made (side trail off of logging road, double back).

      This old Redwood still stands today because of its curved 
trunk and dead top. It was worth nothing as lumber, so it was left 
standing. Notice the burnt bark: this bark is fire retardant, thus 
allowing the trees to survive many fires that kill other trees.
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The Redwood Historical Trail 
Patch Application

The following persons of

(unit or group name)

hiked the Redwoods Historical Trail on

(date)

We would like                          patches.

Total cost $

Unit/Group

Leader

Please return this application to the ranger 
to receive your RHT patches.

Brochure designed by Boy Scouts 
for the Boulder Creek Redwoods 
Conservation Awards.

Scouts
Douglas Chelton — Life Scout Troop 52

John Joynt — Eagle Scout — Troop 52

Tom Joynt — Life Scout — Troop 52

Boris Perkin — Star Scout — Troop 52

Scouters
William Striker — Council Liaison

Bob Dillard — Council Staff

John Turner — Ranger

John Joynt — Advisor

Dave Chelton — Advisor

Boulder Creek Scout Reservation
Pacific Skyline Council B.S.A.

250 Scout Ranch Road 
Boulder Creek, CA 95006

Tel (831) 338-3636
w w w . p a c s k y . o r g

The Redwood Historical Trail 
Tool Quiz Scoreboard

Write the name of the tool shown at the 
trail station

None Shown

None Shown

None Shown

Not available at this time

Graphic design and illustration by Andrea Kelley, www.andreakelley.com. Printed at Folger 
Graphics in Hayward, CA for the Pacific Skyline Council B.S.A. Special thanks to Steve Brown.


